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The dynamics of social networks is highly articulated
and evolves as a result of the joining and leaving of nodes
and the creating, reinforcing, weakening and dissolution
of ties1–4. Understanding the evolution of social ties is
not only useful to characterize human behavior, but also
to understand and model its impact on dynamical pro-
cesses such as diffusion of information, passage of opin-
ions, community formation. In recent years, there has
been a large interest in characterizing the structure and
dynamical triggers of link formation and decay. However,
little is known about how to model the dynamical pro-
cess of tie evolution. In most studies it is assumed that a
tie forms at the moment the communication is observed5.
However, the dynamics of ties formation/decay is entan-
gled with the very dynamics of communication, which is
characterized by bursts of events and heavy-tailed dis-
tributed inter-event times6. If many efforts have been
spent to characterize the burstiness of communication
events and understand the underlying mechanism lead-
ing to such a human activity pattern, much less is known
about the dynamics of ties formation/decay. The main
reason for this lack of understanding is based on the be-
lieve that tie formation/decay is a much slower process
than tie interactions and that available data is restricted
to small networks or short periods of time.

Here we address the problem of how ties form/decay
by studying the mobile phone communication network of
about 20 million people over a long period of 19 months.
This long database allows us to consider three time win-
dows, focus on the links evolution in the window in
the middle and use the right and left intervals to as-
sess whether a tie exists before and after the observation
window. By doing this we are able to disentangle the
links formation/decay from the burstiness of communi-
cation thus analyze the temporal evolution of social ties
with high precision. Our results show that most peo-
ple form/remove communication ties almost constantly
in time with a given rate αi. More interestingly, we
find that users tend to balance the formation/deletion
of edges which yields to a steady number of open rela-
tionships maintained by people over time. This suggest
that people have finite social capacity κi and that the
number of interactions (the connectivity ki) observed in
a time window is a function of both the social capacity κi

and the rate of formation of edges. Finally, we find that
the evolution of communication ties affects information
diffusion. In particular the turnover of the social net-
work over time due to the evolution of ties hinders the

propagation.

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the dynamics of tie forma-
tion/decay and the interplay between tie communication pat-
terns and tie dynamics for a single user and a given obser-
vation time window T = 7 months. Each black vertical line
is a communication event. Solid red/blue curves are the ag-
gregated open/closed links at a given time (including those
open/close outside the time window), while dashed lines are
the observed open/closed links only within the time window.
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